Callia UC
Modular PBX and unified
communications solutions

ChAOS
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Callia UC product line consists of several
solutions built to expand your business
communications.
Callia solutions combine fixed, mobile and VoIP
telephony, fax, conferencing, video calls and
other advanced features.

Combining different telecommunications
technologies
and
features
simplifies
business communication and provides
significant cost savings.
One solution for phone, fax, and text
communications
improves
information
sharing.
Support for remote locations reduces call
cost between branch offices and provides
advanced telecommunications features at all
locations.
Callia UC solutions support connectivity to
multiple telecommunications operators, and
thus provide new opportunities for cost
savings and increase availability. Premium
support and fast development guarantee a
secure investment.
High availability and clustering connect
remote locations into one virtual system that
diverts outgoing calls to other locations in
case of operator failiure.

In addition to
standard and
advanced features,
Callia UC solutions
simplify business
communications and
reduce expenses.

Modular architecture of Callia UC solutions supports multi-tennant features that allow
multiple companies to share a single solution and set up phones, dial plans and trunks
independently.
Callia UC solutions support all telecommunication interfaces, from analog, ISDN and PRI,
to IP and mobile telephone lines.

Applications for Callia
UC solutions extend
from standard PBX and
call center solutions, to
multi tennant virtual
unified comunications
solutions for telecom
operators.

Advanced PBX solution

Call center

Callia UC advanced PBX features offer
features for call cost reduction. Call
forwarding feature works with time
conditions and other call parameters
like caller ID, network and status.

Call Center solution supports agent
monitoring, smart dialer, advanced
statistics, campaigns, surveys and
advanced manipulation of incoming
and outgoing calls.

Welcome messages and music on hold
can be changed or adjusted.

Agent
learning
features
and
connection to 3rd party business
solutions is also supported.

Advanced features like conferences,
call recording, fax to e-mail, video calls
and phonebooks are also supported.

Call center functions adapt to your
requirements.

Additional module of a legacy
PBX

Centrex – multi-tennant
hosted solution

In this case, your existing phone
system works like before, but Callia
handles all outgoing and incoming calls
and further redirects them to the
desired destination, controls billing and
processes calls to a call center or some
other function.

Callia solutions support administration
customisation and billing features.
Centrex version of Callia UC solutions
supports
features
such
as
whitelabeling,
reselling,
advanced
numeration control and others.
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